Agenda for Today

1. Department Events
2. New Assignment
3. Q&A
4. Archive Printer
5. Lab Time
Department Events

**CS Picnic** (no extra credit)  *4pm on Saturday, October 1st*

RSVP by Thursday this week

Walk to Merrill Park West to eat and meet other CS folks
Q&A
Assignment Questions

Can we use chdir when listing files in another directory?
   No. That wouldn't work in every case (although it's hard to test on MathLAN). You need to combine the name of the directory with the filename to make a path. For example, stat "a" in "testdir" by calling stat("testdir/a")

How do we know if an entry is a directory or a file?
   The st_mode field that stat fills in can tell you. Look at `man 7 inode` to see how to interpret it, or search around for examples.
Lab Questions